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Using transformations associated with power means, a new class of means is 
defined. The behavior of these means is examined vis-a-vis power means, as a free 
parameter is varied. In particular, limits which cont,ain those of J. L. Brenner (Pi 
Mu Epsilon J. 8 (1985) 16C-163) and L. Hoehn and I. Niven (Moth. Msg. 58 
(1985), 151-156) are obtained. ‘i; 1988 Academic PESS, IX. 
INTRODUCTION 
Sloan [lo], Hoehn and Niven [7], and Brenner [2] discussed limits 
which relate some elementary averages through linear transformations. An 
example is 
,liJ\ ((II (Si+Cyfl-C)=Z:xj,n 
which links the geometric mean with the arithmetic mean. We interpret this 
identity as follows. Translating the data values by c to larger numbers 
pushes the arithmetic and geometric means of the translated data closer 
together. Since the arithmetic mean is preserved under translation, the 
geometric mean translated back moves closer to the arithmetic mean of the 
original values. 
Like linear transformations for the arithmetic mean, each power mean 
possesses its own mean-preserving transformation as discussed in Section 2. 
We generalize on this pattern to obtain a wider class of limits in 
Theorem 3.1. Our limits contain those of Hoehn and Niven [7] and 
Brenner [2] as special cases. In addition, we use the same scheme to deline 
a new class of means. 
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1. POWER MEANS 
The class of power means contains most common measures of central 
location for data X= (x,, x2, . . . . xn) with xi> 0 for all i. The power mean 
with index p is 
for weights w, > 0 with x wi = 1. Examples include the harmonic-root- 
mean, the harmonic mean, the arithmetic mean, the root-mean-square, and 
the Lorentz mean for p = -2, - 1, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The geometric 
mean n (xy’i) can be obtained from M,,(X) by letting p approach 0. See 
Hardy, et al. [S, p. 15). 
Kolmogoroff [8] and Nagumo [9] discussed the fundamental properties 
of these means. Their results are contained in Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Equally weighted power means are the only continuous 
and increasing means M(X) having all five of the following properties: 
(1) reflectivity, i.e., for xi = a for all i, M(X) = a, 
(2) symmetry, i.e., permuting X does not alter M(X), 
(3) internality, i.e., M(X) is between the minimum and the maximum 
OfK 
(4) homogeneity, i.e., multiplying each element of X by a > 0 multiplies 
A4 by a, so M(aX) = aM( X), and 
(5) substitution, i.e., replacing each element of any subset of X by the 
subset’s M-mean does not alter M(X). 
Actually, for each n and fixed p, there is a function M&x,, x2, . . . . x,,). 
Each satisfies properties (1) through (4). Then, this sequence of functions is 
connected by property (5). For unequal weights, properties (2) and (5) no 
longer hold. 
The set of power means for data set X is ordered [S]. 
THEOREM 1.2. For p < q, M,(X) < MY(X) with equality if and only if all 
elements of X are identical. 
We shall assume that not all xi are identical in any data set X considered 
so that all inequalities will be strict. 
2. TRANSFORMATIONS 
It is well known that the arithmetic mean is left unchanged under 
a linear transformation of the data and a subsequent detransformation 
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of the arithmetic mean of the transformed X. Thus, if d”(X)= 
(#(Xl L &x,)9 ...T 4(x,)), 
~-‘~,(eYW) = Ml@-), 
where d(x) = ax+ b is a linear transformation. The arithmetic mean is 
called “invariant” under linear transformations in this sense. 
Kolmogoroff [S] and Nagumo [9] showed that there is only one 
continuous solution of 
M,(X) = 4 ~ ‘~,WW)) 
for equal weights. The solution is 
d(x) = q&(x) = (axp + b)““, pzo, a#0 
and 
(b(x) = f&(x) = ax”, a #O, c#O. 
For simplicity, we take a, 6, and c positive. Clearly, their results are true for 
weighted power means. See AczCl [ 1 ] for a functional-equation proof. The 
maps #P are called “mean-preserving” for M,,(X). 
Any two power means M,,(X) and M,(X) have a “mean-altering” map 
between them. The most general continuous solution of 
and 
and 
d(x) = &,,(x) = (ax4 + b)““, p#O and q#O 
h,qb) = exp(axq + b), q#O 
f$Jx) = (a In x + c) lip, P#O 
See AczCl [l], Kolmogoroff [8], and Nagumo [9]. Of course, for 
p = q # 0 the mean-altering maps #P,q reduce to the mean-preserving maps 
4 = 4P.P. 
3. THE NEW MEANS M,,,(X, c) 
The new means II~,,~(X; c) will be defined. We show that, in general, as 
the free parameter, designated c, increases from zero to “infinity,” 
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M,,,(X; c) goes from M,(X) to M,(X) strictly monotonically. Finally, we 
show that M,,,(X; c) is a mean that lies between M,(X) and M,(X). 
Lemma 3.1 shows that translating the data, which is the principal and 
distinguishing ingredient of the arithmetic mean’s transformation, tends to 
make the pth power mean closer to the arithmetic mean (p = 1). X-t t 
indicates (x1 + t, x2 + t, . . . . x, + t). 
LEMMA 3.1. (d/dt) MJX + t) is greater than 1 for p < 1, is less than 1 
forp>l,andis lforp=l. 
Proof For p # 0, compute (d/dt)(M,(X+ t))P two ways: 
~(M,(X+t))‘=%(~wi(xj+~)~ > 
=p c wi(xi+ t)P-’ 
( > 
and 
=p(M,- ,(x+ t))P-- ’ 
; (M,(x+ t))P=p(M,(X+ t))P-’ $ k&(X+ t). 
Thus, 
$f”(X+r)= PW,-AX+ t))ppl 
P(qo-+ t)JP- l 
( 
M,-,(X+ t) P-’ 
= M,(X+t) > 
The lemma follows from the ordering of the power means in Theorem 1.2 
so that M, _ r(X + t) < M,(X + t) and from the sign of the exponent p - 1 
which is positive for p > 1 and negative for p < 1. 
For p = 0, write M,(X+ t) = n(x, + t)+= exp(C wi ln(xi + t)). The 
derivative of this quantity can be written as the ratio of the geometric mean 
to the harmonic mean of X+ t. This ratio is greater than 1 since the 
geometric mean is greater than the harmonic mean from Theorem 1.2. 
A useful form of Lemma 3.1 is the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. For t>O andp< 1, 
hf,(x+ t) - t 
is monotonically increasing, while for t > 0 and p > 1, it is monotonically 
decreasing. 
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Proof. For t = 0, M,(X+ t) - t = M,(X). By Lemma 3.1, the derivative 
of M,(X+ t) - t is positive for p < 1 and negative for p > 1. 
The new means are defined by first transforming the data with I$~, 
finding M, of the transformed data, then detransforming with cJ;‘, that is, 
Mp,q(Jc c) = d, ‘Mp(4;WN. 
For q # 0, writing Q,(x) = (uxy + b)‘ly = Q’;~(x~ + h/~)‘!~ and calling b/a = c, 
we obtain the following means: 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
’ 
I(( 
~n.i(xr+~)~/4)“~-~)‘i” for p#O and q#O 
for p=O and q#O 
for p#O and q=O 
for positive data, weights, and parameter c. 
It is not surprising that only one of the two parameters in #4 survives, 
since all the power means are invariant under multiplication of the data 
according to property (4) in Theorem 1.1. 
Next, we show that, with variable c, MpJX; c), q # 0, form a continuum 
between M,(X) and M,(X). It is trivial that MpJX; c) = M,(X) for c = 0 
and q ~0. So, the power means are included in the new class, 
M,(X) = Mp,JX; 0). It is not as easily seen what happens as c becomes 
large. The first result on this is contained in the next theorem, which also 
provides the generalization promised in the Introduction. 
THEOREM 3.1. lim,.,, Mp,,(X c) = M,(x), 4 z 0. 
Proof: Case 1. p # 0. 
YIP 
Mp,y(x; c) = 2 Wi(XT + cp 
> > 
114 
- c 
cc YIP > > 114 = pi 1 Wi( 1 + (XT/C))P’4 - 1 
YIP 
z cwi 
(( 
c wit1 + (PhNXPlC)) 
> )’ 
- 1 II4 
= cllY (( 1 + (Ph)(llC) (z WV))‘” - y4 
Case 2 
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= c”q (1 + (dP)(PlqNllc) (c w.xY) - y4 
p = 0. 
114 
= (n (c(xY/c+ l))-l-c)l’q 
The three approximations follow from c being large and (1 + y)‘= 1 + yz 
for y small. 
THEOREM 3.2. As c increases, MJX; c) approaches M,(X) strictly 
monotonically for q # 0. 
ProoJ: Only the case 0 < q <p will be considered here. The other cases 
follow in the same manner. Take c, < c2 and note that Lemma 3.2 gives 
Mp,,(xq+ CJ - c2 < Mp,(xq + Cl) - Cl 
or 
Raising both sides to the l/q power shows that M,,,(X; CJ < Mp,q(X, c,); 
thus, A4J.Y; c) is closer to M,(X). 
THEOREM 3.3. M,,,(X; c) satisfy properties (1) and (3) of Theorem 1.1, 
and also property (2) if the weights are equal. 
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Proof: Properties (1) and (2) are obvious, property (3) has just been 
shown, and properties (4) and (5) are easily shown to be false. 
Definitions of averages have been made using various attributes. For 
example, see [3; 5; and 6, Chap. 151. Properties (1) and (3) are sufficient to 
allow M,,,(X; c) to be called a mean or average. 
4. ANOTHER EXAMPLE 
These types of considerations extend to other means. For instance, the 
contraharmonic mean (C x2)/(x ) x is an example from the class of Gini 
means, and is not a power mean. However, the contraharmonic mean 
shares properties 1 through 4 with equally weighted power means [3,4]. 
Transforming the contraharmonic mean with 4(x) = 4,(x) = ax + b with 
a > 0 and b > 0 and detransforming with 4 ~ ‘(x) gives, after some algebra, 
aCx’+bCx 
aCx+bn 
Further elementary algebra shows that 
XxxaZxX2+bEx<~. 
n aCx+bn Cx 
Note, (a C x2 + b C ~)/(a C x + bn) approaches C x2/c x as c = b/a moves 
toward zero, and approaches C x/n as c becomes large. 
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